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Quantum oscillations in the binary antiferromagnetic metal FeAs are presented and compared to theoretical
predictions for the electronic band structure in the anomalous spin density wave state of this material.
Demonstrating a method for growing single crystals out of Bi flux, we utilize the highest quality FeAs to
perform torque magnetometry experiments up to 35 T, using rotations of field angle in two planes to provide
evidence for one electron and one hole band in the magnetically ordered state. The resulting picture agrees with
previous experimental evidence for multiple carriers at low temperatures, but the exact Fermi surface shape
differs from predictions, suggesting that correlations play a role in deviation from ab initio theory and cause up
to a fourfold enhancement in the effective carrier mass.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.96.075120
I. INTRODUCTION

The iron-based high-temperature superconductors, with
transition temperatures reaching upwards of 60 K, are all
comprised of a crystalline structure with layers of FeAs4
tetrahedra [1]. As a binary compound, FeAs itself naturally
forms in an orthorhombic Pnma MnP-type structure [2] with
a similar arrangement to the FeAs-based superconductors,
except with octahedrally coordinated Fe atoms. Similar to both
the parent compounds of the iron superconductors as well
as the isostructural binaries CrAs [3,4] and MnP [5], FeAs
has an antiferromagnetic (AFM) ground state, with a Néel
temperature TN = 70 K [2,6–9]. However, unlike these other
systems, to date FeAs has not been driven to a superconducting
state by chemical substitution [10–12] or pressure [6]. This
raises the question of how the electronic structure and/or
magnetic interactions of FeAs set it apart from these other
materials.
Unlike CrAs and MnP, FeAs orders in a unique noncollinear
spin density wave (SDW) state consisting of unequal moments
along the a and c axes with propagation along b [9,13].
Both spin amplitude and direction are modulated, and there
is possible canting into the propagation direction. Despite a
relatively extensive body of work on the properties of FeAs
there is still uncertainty about the specifics of its electronic
structure and what drives its magnetic order. Theoretical work
by Parker and Mazin [14] predicted the paramagnetic and
AFM Fermi surfaces to differ substantially, with the AFM
Fermi surface consisting of a single electron pocket at the
 point surrounded by four identical hole pockets. However,
these and other calculations favor a more conventional AFM
arrangement rather than the experimentally observed SDW
[13–15]. Hall effect measurements have shown the coexistence
of both hole and electron carriers over a wide temperature
range [7,16,17] but disagree over the dominant low temperature carrier.
In this paper we present a method to grow binary FeAs
crystals using Bi flux, which produces samples with a larger
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residual resistivity ratio (RRR), defined as ρ300 K /ρ1.8 K , than
the previously reported I2 chemical vapor transport (CVT)
[2,6,7,9,13,16] and Sn flux [18] techniques. A higher RRR
is generally indicative of better crystal quality. Bi fluxgrown crystals show quantum oscillations in magnetic torque
measurements at high fields. Analysis of these oscillations
makes it possible to give a more complete picture of the
electronic structure of FeAs below TN , allowing for comparison to previous theoretical and experimental results and the
establishment of an experimentally verified Fermi surface in
the SDW state.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In previous studies FeAs single crystals have been produced
with I2 as a transport agent [2,6,7,9,13,16] or Sn flux [18].
Being unsatisfied with the quality of crystals grown with these
techniques, we explored alternative preparation methods. Ga,
Zn, and Sb were unsuccessful as fluxes, but ultimately Bi was
found to work well. Bi is advantageous because it does not form
compounds with either Fe or As, reducing the possibility of
impurity phases. At low temperatures, the resistivity ρ is much
smaller in Bi flux crystals, and accordingly we see a much
higher RRR. RRRs consistently exceeded 70 with a maximum
of 120, compared to 20–40 with other growth methods [7,16].
Given that RRR is used as an indicator of crystal quality, we
claim that Bi flux growth results in the highest quality FeAs
single crystals yet produced.
To prepare the crystals, FeAs powder (either sintered in
house or ground 99.5% Testbourne pieces) was combined with
polycrystalline Bi (Alfa Aesar Puratronic, 99.999%) in a 1:20
ratio in an alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz ampule under
partial Ar atmosphere. The growth was heated at 50 ◦ C/hour
to 900 ◦ C, where it remained for two hours. The furnace was
then cooled at a rate of 5 ◦ C/hr to 500 ◦ C, at which point the
ampule was spun in a centrifuge to separate crystals from flux.
The crystal morphology when grown in this way is distinct
from the polyhedral or platelike samples seen with CVT
or Sn flux that we have also made. Crystals grown in Bi
flux are needlelike [Fig. 1(b), inset], with typical dimensions of 0.03 × 0.03 × 0.8 mm3 . Powder x-ray diffraction
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for Hall effect or single crystal susceptibility measurements,
as they are too light and narrow.
Electrical resistivity measurements were performed down
to 1.8 K in a 9 T and 14 T Quantum Design physical
properties measurement system (PPMS). Measurements of
magnetization using torque cantilevers and electrical transport
were made at the DC Field Facility of the National High
Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) in Tallahassee, Florida.
A He-3 system with a base temperature of about 350 mK was
used in both the 31 T, 50 mm bore and 35 T, 32 mm bore
magnets. Measurements were conducted up to 31.5 T for both
resistance and torque and 35 T for torque alone.
III. TRANSPORT RESULTS

FIG. 1. (a) Resistivity vs temperature for an FeAs crystal grown
from Bi flux. The high RRR and low residual resistivity (inset)
indicate very good crystal quality. (b) Magnetoresistance data as a
percentage of 0 T resistivity for FeAs up to 31.5 T. Fits of low and
high field data to quadratic and linear functions, respectively, show
a transition in field dependence of MR around 10 T. Inset: An FeAs
crystal wired for longitudinal resistance measurements, showing the
needlelike geometry particular to Bi flux growth.

measurements using a Rigaku MiniFlex600 give lattice parameters in the Pnma space group as a = 5.44 Å, b = 6.02 Å,
and c = 3.37 Å, in line with previous results (note that axis
conventions differ between papers) [2,7,9]. The long direction
of the crystal was always the c axis, as verified by Laue
photography and single crystal XRD and inferred from the
initial increase in resistivity with decreasing temperature that
is unique to measurement along [001] [7,16]. For the sample
used in oscillations measurements, the orientation of the a
axis was similarly confirmed with XRD and Laue, making
the b axis the remaining perpendicular direction. Composition
was confirmed by energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy as
almost exactly 1:1 for a large number of samples from different
growths. There was no sign of Bi contamination in EDS,
XRD, or transport measurements. One drawback of the Bi
flux growth method is that the small, thin samples are ill suited

The temperature-dependent resistivity for single crystal
FeAs is shown in Fig. 1. The 300 K resistivity value for Bi flux
crystals is about 300 μ cm, similar to what has been seen
previously [7,16]. As those studies note, an initial increase
in ρ as temperature decreases, with a maximum near 150 K,
signifies that the measurement is conducted with I  c. A kink
at 70 K marks the SDW onset at the same temperature as in
other transport, susceptibility, and heat capacity measurements
[2,6–8]. The inset to Fig. 1(a) shows the resistivity plateauing
below 20 K at about 2.5 μ cm.
With increasing field, magnetoresistance (MR) in FeAs
evolves from the typical metallic H2 dependence to being linear
in H [Fig. 1(b)]. Linearity continues without saturation up to
31.5 T. This quadratic-to-linear crossover has previously been
reported to occur at about 6 T for measurements at 10 K [16].
Our samples show it occurring at roughly 10 T below 1 K
with H ⊥ I. Arsenic vacancies have been identified as sources
of disorder leading to linear MR in other compounds [19].
Additionally, some lower RRR Bi flux-grown samples showed
a low temperature upturn in resistivity, which in other layered
systems whose structures contain As “nets” has been linked
to As vacancies [20]. It is possible that the presence of As
vacancies in FeAs crystals depends on the growth method and
affects transport properties, although no sign of As deficiency
was seen in EDS. The data in Fig. 1(b) may show the onset of
oscillatory behavior just below 30 T. However, there was not
enough data for possible analysis and no sign of oscillations
appeared upon rotating the sample.
IV. QUANTUM OSCILLATIONS

Quantum oscillations arise when a material reveals its band
structure in the presence of a magnetic field, forming quantized
Landau levels whose spacing is proportional to field strength.
Changing field causes these bands to pass through the chemical
potential, and the resulting change in occupancy produces
an oscillatory signal that can be detected in a wide variety
of density of states-dependent quantities, most commonly
resistance (in which case they are called Shubnikov-de Haas
oscillations) and magnetization (called de Haas-van Alphen
oscillations) [21–23]. For single crystal FeAs, torque data
show multiple frequencies across different angles of applied
field, as evident in Fig. 2(a) which shows the raw torque signal
at several field orientations. Oscillatory behavior was clear in
the torque signal as low as 10 T at some angles.
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FIG. 2. (a) Raw torque cantilever data for FeAs for several field
orientations. Inset: A schematic showing how field angle was changed
in the two measurements. Measurements to 31.5 T went from H 
a to c (φ = 0◦ , sweeping θ ). Those to 35 T went from H  a to b
(θ = 0◦ , sweeping φ). (b) The residual oscillatory signal of the raw
data. Amplitudes are arbitrary but consistent relative to those in (a)
and have been enhanced by a factor of 100.

Two sets of measurements were made on the same crystal
as it was rotated in two different planes relative to magnetic
field, as illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 2(a). Data in the
31 T magnet were taken at 24 angles with φ = 0◦ and changing
θ . In this configuration θ = 0◦ signifies H  a and θ = 90◦ is
H  c. Up to 35 T, 16 measurements were made with θ kept
at 0◦ while φ was changed, corresponding to H  a at φ = 0◦
and H  b at φ = 90◦ .
To extract the oscillatory component a third order polynomial was subtracted from the raw data; Fig. 2(b) shows examples of the presence of different frequencies at different angles
and changes in the amplitude of the residual torque signal. Fast
Fourier transforms (FFT) were then performed on the residual
data to obtain a frequency spectrum [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)].

FIG. 3. FFTs at base temperature (350–550 mK) of oscillatory
signals for all angles, offset for clarity. In (a) field goes from parallel
to a to parallel to c, changing θ (in 5◦ increments at higher angles).
In (b) φ is swept (in 7◦ increments over the entire range). (c)–(f)
show observed peaks for each oscillation band as a function of angle
as well as theoretically generated frequencies based on AFM Fermi
surface calculation of Parker and Mazin [14] (orange line) and the
same calculation with EF raised by 55 meV (blue). For α, β, and
γ fits to a perfectly ellipsoidal Fermi surface are also given (black
lines). For (c), where peak splitting occurred the average (black) of
the α1 and α2 frequency peaks (red) was used for the fit.
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A. Angular dependence

By plotting FFT data for all angles of the two runs as
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), it is clear that although frequency
values vary substantially when sweeping either θ or φ, they
correspond to one of five extremal Fermi surface orbits.
Harmonics of these five frequencies also appear at integer
multiples. In the θ scan [Fig. 3(a), H in the ac plane] two
low frequencies (denoted α 1 and α 2 ) around 500 T, and one
higher frequency peak near 1.5 kT (β), were observed. The
proximity of the two α i peaks indicates that they arise from
the same Fermi surface pocket, with two slightly displaced
extremal orbits. The α1 -α2 frequency difference was roughly
150 T, independent of temperature or angle.
For the measurement varying φ [Fig. 3(b), H in the ab
plane] we see two peaks: one with a frequency of about
300 T for angles closer to 0◦ (γ ) and a higher frequency
peak with F ≈ 2 kT (δ). However, the γ peak diverged
to much higher frequencies exceeding δ near H  b with
a substantially reduced amplitude. As Fig. 3(b) shows, the
amplitude decreased substantially as this change occurred. It
is notable that this divergence comes for H  b, as that is the
SDW propagation direction [9,13] and the field direction for
which no kink is observed in susceptibility at TN [7].
From seeing two main orbits (one of which shows some
frequency splitting) in both the a-b and the a-c field rotation
studies, we can conclude that there are two distinct pockets of
the Fermi surface giving rise to extremal orbits that produce
the observed dHvA oscillations. This fits with the theoretical
prediction of one unique electron and hole pocket each in
the magnetic state [14] as well as experimental evidence
suggesting multiple carriers in this regime [7,16,17].
B. Fermi surface shape

The angular dependence of peak frequency can be used
to model the shape of the Fermi surface [21]. Specifically,
for an ellipsoidal Fermi surface the frequency should vary
with angle as F = √ 2 F0 1 2 , where F0 is the maximum
cos ψ+ sin ψ

frequency, ψ the angle, and the eccentricity of the cross
sectional ellipse in the plane of rotation [24]. Figures 3(c),
3(d) and 3(f) show fits of peak frequency to this equation for
α, β, and δ. At angles with split α 1 and α 2 frequencies, their
average value was used for the fit. Divergence from fits makes
it clear that the pockets are not perfectly ellipsoidal, however
the qualitative agreement shows that α, β, and δ correspond
to orbits around three-dimensional parts of the Fermi surface
with a generally ellipsoidal shape. In contrast, γ shows a slight
increase in frequency at lower angles, until roughly φ = 70◦
when frequency increases by an order of magnitude before
plateauing. This behavior is closer to that of cylindrical or
two-dimensional pockets, although γ does not fit well to the
inverse cosine dependence expected from a perfect cylinder.
Figure 4 shows two theoretical Fermi surfaces for antiferromagnetic FeAs obtained with density functional theory
(DFT). Calculations were done for the “AF2” state, calculated
by Parker and Mazin to be most favorable at low temperatures
[14], in which Fe atoms align antiferromagnetically with both
nearest and next-nearest neighbors. This same arrangement
was favored in the calculations of Frawley et al. [13], whereas

FIG. 4. DFT calculated Fermi surfaces of FeAs in the predicted
“AF2” magnetic state [14], consisting of an electron pocket (pink) at
the  point and four identical, symmetrically oriented hole pockets
(yellow). The bottom has had the Fermi energy raised by 55 meV,
which changes the size of the pockets but not their location or overall
shape.

Griffin and Spaldin [15] differed in having a ferromagnetic
arrangement of next-nearest neighbors. Neither of these
orderings matches the SDW. The top surface in Fig. 4 uses
the original AF2 Fermi level, while the bottom one is from the
same calculation but with the Fermi level raised by 55 meV.
This shift changes the size of the pockets, but their shapes
and locations are unaltered, establishing the robustness of this
Fermi surface geometry and therefore also of the expected
angular dependence of oscillation frequencies. In either case
there is an electron pocket at the central  point and four
identical hole pockets at (ka , kb , kc ) = (±0.25, ±0.3, 0).
Theoretical quantum oscillation frequencies generated
from the DFT calculations using the supercell K-space extremal area finder (SKEAF) program [25] are plotted together
with the experimental data in Figs. 3(c)–3(f). Two bands, one
electronlike and one holelike, were expected for each plane of
field rotation, a 1:1 correspondence to what was obtained in
measurements. Based on expected frequencies and angular
dependence we were able to identify the α and γ peaks
as hole pocket oscillations, with β and δ belonging to the
electron band. Increasing the Fermi level does not change the
angular dependence, but the change in pocket size gives closer
agreement to the observed oscillation frequencies (which are
proportional to the cross sectional pocket area) in most cases.
For α and β expected angular dependence matches well to
data, and in fact the splitting seen in the hole band is also
present in the unshifted Fermi surface calculation in the range
θ = 30◦ –90◦ . This reinforces the roughly ellipsoidal pockets
inferred from experimental angular dependence. For γ the
divergence at higher angles does not happen in the theory,
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where frequency has a much smaller expected increase. For δ a
variation of frequency with angle is seen, however the locations
of the maximum and minimum oscillation frequencies are
reversed. This indicates that the electron pocket area is larger in
the kb -kc plane than in the ka -kc plane, the opposite of the band
structure prediction. Overall the DFT Fermi surface appears to
give an accurate description of electron and hole pocket shape
for field rotated between the a and c axes (φ = 0◦ , changing
θ ) but not the a and b axes (θ = 0◦ , changing φ). Again we
note that kb corresponds to the propagation direction of the
SDW, while the moments lie in the ka -kc plane. The fact that
this is also the field direction for which we see the strongest
divergence from calculation points to a connection between
disagreement of DFT and experiment over both magnetic
ordering (as was already known) and band structure (as we
have shown here).
Oscillations data do, however, support the two carrier picture put forth by other groups [7,16,17]. We have established
that the SDW Fermi surface geometry is roughly ellipsoidal,
in which case carrier concentration can be calculated from
3
oscillation frequency F as n = 3π1 2 ( 2eF
) 2 where e is the elech̄
tron charge and h̄ the reduced Planck constant [19]. Applying
this equation to our data gives ranges of 2.2 × 1019 −1.5 ×
1021 cm−3 for the hole pocket and 3.5−9.6 × 1020 cm−3
for the electron pocket, based on maximum and minimum
observed frequencies. These are slightly different than the
values nh = 8 × 1018 cm−3 and ne = 1 × 1021 cm−3 found
by Khim et al. [16] through a fit of MR data. The hole pocket
has a much more dramatic angular dependence and for a small
range of angles near H  b even exceeds the electron value.
Assuming comparable scattering rates, this anisotropy could
account for the sign change in RH at low temperature seen
by Segawa and Ando [7] but not Khim et al. [16] Hence it is
possible that the dominant carrier in transport measurements
of FeAs depends on the direction of applied current.
The area of a cyclotron orbit can be obtained from the
oscillation frequency via the Onsager formula A = 2πeF
[21].
h̄
For H  a the hole oscillation frequency is 316 T and its
cyclotron orbit covers about 4 nm−2 or 2% of the kb -kc first
Brillouin zone. The oscillation is not observed for H  c, but
for H  b it increases substantially to 39 nm−2 or 33% of the
first Brillouin zone. The electron pocket shows less angular
dependence. For H  a, b, and c the electron orbit covers an
area of 28, 16, and 15 nm−2 , respectively, which in each case
corresponds to very nearly 13% of the in-plane area of the
first Brillouin zone. Thus while the electron pocket still has
a three-dimensional shape it takes up the same proportion of
the Fermi surface along principal axes, in contrast to highly
anisotropic behavior in the hole band.
C. Temperature dependence

Tracking the decrease in oscillation amplitude with increasing temperature gives an estimate of effective mass through the
αm*T /(μ0 H me )
Lifshitz-Kosevich (LK) factor RT = sinh(αm*T
where
/(μ0 H me ))
m* is the effective carrier mass, me the electron mass, μ0
the vacuum permeability, and α = 2π 2 ckB /eh̄ ≈ 14.69 T/K
with c the speed of light and kB the Boltzmann constant [21].
Temperature dependence was taken at three field orientations:
θ = φ = 0◦ (H  a), φ = 0◦ , θ = 98◦ (near H  c), and φ = 0◦ ,

PHYSICAL REVIEW B 96, 075120 (2017)

FIG. 5. (a) FFT at multiple temperatures for H  [101], showing
the decrease in amplitude with temperature of the α (0.5 kT) and
β (2.8 kT) peaks. (b-d) Fits to the LK formula at different field
angles. Plots of peak amplitudes vs. inverse field at base temperature
(e-g) were fit to the Dingle formula. Base temperature varied slightly
between measurements. Due to its small amplitude relative to α1 and
α2 , it was not possible to extract TD for β at H  [101].

θ = 135◦ (H halfway between the a and c axes). Oscillatory
signals for these orientations are shown in Fig. 2(b). The
second angle gives an idea of the effective mass along the
c axis, but θ was not set to exactly 90◦ since the torque signal
was much reduced directly along that axis. Figure 5(a) gives
an example of the clear suppression of FFT amplitude of α1 ,
α2 , and β with temperature for H  [101].
Temperature dependent amplitudes for three different field
orientations are shown in Figs. 5(b)–5(d). Table I gives the
extracted effective masses. With H  a [Fig. 5(b)], only
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TABLE I. Parameters extracted from fits of FeAs quantum
oscillation amplitude to the LK and Dingle factors at several field
orientations.
Orbit

Type

H  [hkl]

F (T)

m*/me

TD (K)

 (Å)

α1
α2
αave
γ
β
β

h
h
h
h
e
e

[101]
[101]
[101]
[100]
[101]
[001]

412
536

3.6
3.9
3.8
3.1
3.2
1.2

2.2
5.1

200
90

5.5

480

316
2765
1615

the γ hole pocket (F = 315 T) is seen. As with oscillation
frequencies, we can compare experimental effective masses to
those generated from the DFT Fermi surface for the original
or 55 meV shifted Fermi level [25]. A fit to the LK equation
at this angle gives an effective mass of 3.1me , larger than the
theoretical predictions of 1.78me (EF = 0 eV) and 1.138me
(EF = 55 meV) for the hole pocket in the same orientation.
For θ = 98◦ [Fig. 5(c)] only β, at 1.61 kT, appears. Given the
absence of any other frequencies, amplitude can be directly
extracted from the oscillatory data, and the effective mass is
m∗ = 1.2me . For θ = 90◦ the predicted electron band masses
are 0.668me and 0.812me (0 eV) or 0.6322 and 0.940me
(55 meV). At 135◦ [Fig. 5(d)], β (now at 2.77 kT) survives only
up to 1.8 K. Due to the presence of the lower α frequencies in
the residual signal, amplitude is taken from the FFT. The LK
fit gives m∗ = 3.2me , nearly a factor of three larger than its
value at θ = 98◦ . This again exceeds predictions of 1.124me
(0 eV) or 1.252me (55 meV).
At θ = 135◦ , α 1 and α 2 are found at 412 and 536 T. Using
the average value of the amplitude of the two peaks we find an
effective mass of mα,ave = 3.8me . The individual peaks have
similar values, further supporting the idea that they arise from
the same band. This number is similar to the value of 3.1me
obtained for the same pocket for H  a. The 0 eV Fermi level
prediction is for two peaks with masses 1.561me and 2.023me ,
while that for 55 meV is one peak of 1.301me . As with all
other measured angles, the experimental effective masses are
larger than those predicted.
We can calculate the Sommerfeld coefficient of the specific
π 2 k2 N
heat γSH = 3EBF A where NA is the Avogadro number and
h̄2 k 2

EF = 2mF∗ is the Fermi energy and compare to the literature
value of 6.65 molmJK2 [8]. We use the inverse lattice parameters
to calculate the in-plane Brillouin zone area (π kF2 ) for each
field orientation. The contribution from each band is then
proportional to m∗ . Summing the contributions of each pocket
(and remembering that there are four hole bands) results in
γSH = 7.7, 16, and 0.29 molmJK2 for field along [100], [101],
and [001], respectively. The smaller γSH along [001] indicates
that we may not have observed all the orbits for that orientation.
However, the average of these three values is 8.0 molmJK2 , close
to the previously reported value. Therefore it seems unlikely
that we are missing a significant quasiparticle band at the
density of states across all angles that would explain the theoryexperiment discrepancy we have noted. Instead, the enhanced
effective masses make it probable that there are electron

correlations in FeAs unaccounted for by DFT. It has recently
been proposed that spin-orbit coupling may have significant
influence on the FeAs band structure in the magnetic state
[13]. Although this correction is not normally included in
calculations for Fe-based compounds, it (or other correlated
effects) may account for some of the observed disagreement.
D. Dingle temperature and scattering

The Dingle factor in the oscillation amplitude is RD =
exp(−αm*TD /(μ0 H me )), where α ≈ 14.69 T/K again and
TD is the Dingle temperature [21]. TD is proportional to
h̄
the scattering rate  as TD = 2πk
. Assuming a circular
B
Fermi surface, it is then possible to extract the mean free
F 1
, where π kF2 now signifies the area swept out
path  = h̄k
m∗ 
by an oscillation (proportional to F ). Since our Fermi surfaces
seem to be ellipsoidal, the mean free path values we can extract
from TD are a reasonable basis for comparison but not meant
to be exact. TD was calculated based on fits of peak amplitudes
versus inverse field [Figs. 5(e)–5(g)] and are listed in Table I
along with estimates of . For αave the average frequency of
α1 and α2 (474 T) was used. It is only possible to solve for TD
if the effective mass is known, limiting the analysis to only the
three angles for which temperature dependent measurements
were made. Additionally, since calculation of TD relies on a
clear exponential decay of amplitude it is typically necessary
to have one dominant peak at a specific angle to extract a
Dingle temperature. For that reason we could not calculate TD
for each peak at each angle. This is not an issue for H  c,
where only β appears and TD = 5.5 K. However, due to their
very similar frequencies it is hard to separate α1 and α2 , and
so we can only give TD = 2.2 K for the average α oscillation
at θ = 135◦ . The β oscillation is only a small modulation
of the signal for this orientation [Fig. 2(c)]. Again there is
anisotropy in the hole pocket, as TD goes from 2.2 K to 5.1 K
as field moves from [101] to the a axis. This is not surprising
given the previously noted differences in transport data for
measurements along different crystal axes [7].
Comparing binary FeAs to the iron pnictide superconductors, the Dingle temperatures we observe are similar to
those seen in BaFe2 As2 . In that material TD can be calculated
for two out of three observed bands and for both is in the
range 3–4 K [26]. In another 122 material, KFe2 As2 , TD is
between 0.1–0.2 K for five different pockets [27]. For the K
compound, RRR values up to 2000 are possible [28], while
for BaFe2 As2 RRR less than 10 is typical [29], though it can
be raised to nearly 40 with annealing [30]. Despite a higher
RRR, scattering rates in FeAs are on the same level as those
in BaFe2 As2 rather than a “cleaner” material like KFe2 As2 .
V. CONCLUSION

Growing FeAs (TN = 70 K) out of Bi flux has proven
to produce higher quality crystals than previous attempts
with Sn flux or I2 CVT. This improved quality has made it
possible to observe quantum oscillations in magnetic torque
at high fields. Measurements in two different planes reveal
five unique peaks, corresponding to one electron and one
hole band in each direction (with the hole band split for
field in the ac plane). These peaks can be indexed using
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a DFT-calculated Fermi surface for antiferromagnetic FeAs
[14]. Three peaks near 500 T (split peaks α1 and α2 and γ )
stem from extremal orbits around the predicted four identical
hole pockets, and two others (β and δ, one in each plane) near
2 kT come from the electron pocket at the  point. The γ
oscillation band has a two-dimensional shape and cannot be
easily assigned a simple geometry. The other three observed
oscillations show a three-dimensional, qualitatively ellipsoidal
angular dependence, as expected from calculations, with slight
disagreement in pocket size. Comparison of the specific heat
coefficient γSH seems to indicate that we are not missing a
significant overall quasiparticle contribution in our data.
The observation of two distinct frequencies overall validates
the multiband notion of transport in the low temperature SDW
state indicated by previous experiment [7,16,17]. We see good
agreement with the calculated Fermi surface when field is
swept in the ac plane but disagreement for ab plane rotation.
Most notable is a significant increase in the cross sectional
area of the hole pocket near the ka -kc plane, where it becomes
larger than the electron pocket. Extracted effective masses
for both hole and electron pockets are larger than predicted

by calculations, indicating the likely presence of correlated
electron effects. It was already known that theoretical results
did not match the magnetic state of FeAs, and through
quantum oscillations measurements we have shown that the
band structure also awaits a full theoretical description.
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